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Why Sell Telogis Fleet?
Telogis helps fleets of all sizes reduce
costs, improve productivity, and enhance
driver safety

Live

Improve operations, asset utilization, and driver
safety with a proven connected intelligence platform
that offers a reliable, scalable, and comprehensive
view of any fleet. With real-time alerts and easy-touse dashboards, Telogis Fleet provides actionable
analytics to help drive business transformation.

Mobile

Platform Tools

Telogis Fleet allows companies to visualize their
business in real-time with powerful automated
reports and intuitive enterprise dashboards.
These dashboards are configurable by industry
and include Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
that monitor fleet and operational performance.

Route

Dashboard

Creating a lasting partnership – Investing in a new vehicle can be one
of the biggest line items on your customer’s budget. The ability to help
protect that investment and establish a healthy relationship can mean the
difference between closing a one-time deal or laying the foundation of
what could be a loyal long-term partnership. By recommending Telogis
Fleet into your customers purchasing decision, you are stepping into the
role of business advisor, helping them see how to drive down fuel and
maintenance costs while driving up safety and efficiency.

Compliance

Forms

Equipping customers with the tools they need - Telogis Fleet gives
customers the ability not only to see where their fleet vehicles are at any
given time, but also understand more about driver behavior and vehicle
conditions. They may currently have limited insight if their drivers are
speeding or can only react after a van has maintenance issues. Telogis
Fleet changes these factors and puts the power in their hands. These
kinds of solutions can reinforce your role as a trusted advisor.

Compliance & Navigation

Progression
THE BOTTOM LINE

15%

25%

Increase in
Productivity

Reduction
in Fuel

GeoBase

It’s all in the numbers. Telogis
Fleet can reduce total cost of
ownership and deliver results
starting day one.

20%

30%

Increase
in Vehicle
Utilization

Reduction in
Idle Time

Integration

10%

15%

Reduction in
Total Miles

Overtime
Reduction

Navigation

Navigation
* "Benefits of Fleet Management Systems” Frost & Sullivan 2012.

FAQs

Improve productivity with visibility into
drivers’ workdays

What is Telogis Fleet?

Landmarks and
Geofences

Vehicle
location

Time on site

Vehicle speed

Automated
vehicle history

Reduce costs with vehicle health and fuel
consumption reporting

Fuel economy

Miles driven

Engine hours

Engine
monitoring

What vehicles are supported
with Telogis Fleet?
Telogis Fleet works on any Nissan
vehicle. Telogis also offers solutions
for mixed-fleets and other assets.

Idle times

How do I place an order of
Telogis Fleet?
To place an order of Telogis Fleet,
contact Telogis sales at 866-376-8162.
Your customer will have the option to
install their hardware through a Nissan
Ship-Thru center or to arrange to have
their own hardware installed.

Enhance driver safety with driver behavior monitoring

Hard
Acceleration

Hard Braking

Speeding
against posted
speed limit

Real-time alerts

Operational
in-cab alerts

Do more with Telogis and your Nissan vehicles. Visit us at
Telogis.com/solutions or call 866-376-8162 to get started.

www.telogis.com

Headquarters
20 Enterprise, Suite 100
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 USA
+1 866-TELOGIS
(866-835-6447)

Telogis Fleet is the premier fleet
intelligence solution that gives visibility
into what’s happening day-to-day for
fleets of all sizes. Designed specifically
for commercial vehicles, Telogis Fleet
gives complete visibility into fleet
operations and allows for real-time
vehicle monitoring.

Europe
Century Court, Millennium Way
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 2XT
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 203 005 8805
© 2015 Telogis. All rights reserved.

What else is included in an order?
Onboarding is included in the purchase
to ensure that your customers are up
and running quickly. Your customer will
automatically receive an email invitation
to schedule an onboarding session with
Telogis.

Latin America
Rua Samuel Morse 74, 7º, 71/72
CEP: 04576-060
São Paulo, SP Brasil
Tel: +55 11 2925-2900

Asia Pacific
104 Victoria Street,
Christchurch
New Zealand 8013
+64 3 339 2825

